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1. Introduction

Vincristine belongs to the group of preparation of vegetable generation, gotten from the vegetable rose myrtle (Vinca rosea L.). This preparation has cytostatic activity and causes the reverse mitotic block, binding preparation with cytoplasmatic precursors of mitotic spindle [1]. It is considered, that cytotoxicity of vincristine is conditioned by its effect on membranes of tumor cells in phase G2 of mitotic cycle [2]. That is vinca-alkaloids are combined in the group of inhibitors of microtubes [3]. Vincristine belongs to the group of chemotherapeutic preparations with expressed neurotoxicity. The active use of this preparation in treatment of malignant tumors, especially in child age, conditions the topicality of studying vincristine influence on peripheral nervous system. In this connection, we studied the effect of this preparation of morpho-functional state of neurons and gliocytes of cerebrospinal ganglion of rat for the first time.

2. Literary review

Vincristine is used in oncology for treating patients with malignant tumors of different organs and systems of organism. But such side effect of vincristine as neurotoxicity limits the use of this preparation at treating malignant tumors. Vincristine is often used for treating cancer patients in complex with other chemopreparations but the number of neurotoxic complications doesn’t decrease. Thus, R. A. Huddart et al. [4] determined the side manifestations of complex of carboplatin+methotrexat+vincristine+cisplatin during 5 years of observations, including peripheral neuropathy of 1 degree in 54 % of cases and in 23 % – 2–3 degree. Almost the same number of neurotoxic manifestations was detected by D. P. Dearnale et al. [5] at using biomycinum+etoposide+cisplatin+vincristine. The increase of number of neurotoxic lesions can take place at synchronous use of vincristine and verapamilum [6]. At treating acute lymphoblastic anemia by vincristine, the electrophysiological examination showed the disorder of sensitivity and significant reduction of M-waves amplitude [7].

The analysis of scientific literature testifies to the active use of vincristine in treating malignant tumors and study of neurotoxicity of this preparation. But the study of vincristine effect on nervous system as a whole and also on its separate components is topical for today.

3. Aim and tasks of research

Aim of the work – to study the morpho-functional state of neurons and gliocytes of sensitive cerebrospinal rat ganglion under effect of vincristine in experiment.

Task of research – to reveal the disorder of structural components of sensitive cerebrospinal ganglion, conditioned by vincristine use.

4. Materials and methods

The complex of light optical, morphometric and electronmicroscopic methods of research was used to reveal the effect of vincristine use on structural components of sensitive cerebrospinal ganglion. The experimental study was carried out on 31 rats of both sexes (16 – experimental and 15 control ones) with mass 200.0–220.0 g. The animals were kept in vivarium with free access to the food and water. The animals were fed with mixed fodder for laboratory rats that satisfied physiological needs of their organism in vitamins, microelements, mineral substances and energy. All manipulations with animals were realized with complete compliance with the requirements of “General ethical principles of experiments on animals”, accepted by the First national congress of bioethics (Kyiv, 2001) with strict observance of recommendations of “European convention about protection of vertebral animals, used for experiments and other scientific aims” (Strasbourg, 1985), principles of the “Rules of pre-clinical estimation of safety of pharmacological preparations (GLP)” (2001) and rules of humane treatment of experimental animals, approved by commission of bioethics of SHEI “Ivano-Frankivsk national medical university”, protocol No. 87/16 of 17.02.2016 that is testified by the correspondent report of bioethical expertise.

Vincristine (Vincristinum sulfuricum, made by Gedeon Richter, Hungary) was administered intravenously to animals, according to the model, offered by K. O. Aley et al. [8] every day during 2 weeks (Monday–Friday).
The contents of bottle was dissolved in isotonic solution of NaCl, in dose 100,0 mg/kg of body mass – totally 10 injections, summary dose 1000,0 mg/kg. Material was collected in 3, 7, 14, 21 days after last administration of vincristine. The control animals were administered intravenously with equivalent volume of vehicle.

Paraffin cuts of cerebrospinal ganglionns were colored by purple cresyl, according to Nissle. Morphometric analysis of preparations of cerebrospinal gangliaons, colored according to Nissle method, was carried out in interactive regime by scanning successive images of all perikaryons of sensitive neurons that contain kernels, and the ones of kernels of mantle gliocytes, surrounding them. The parameters of area of profile field of perikaryon of esodic neuron were determined. The results of morphometric analysis were processed by the methods of variational statistics. The ultrathin cuts were prepared on ultramicrotome Tesla BS -490A and studied on electronic microscope TEM -125 K at magnification from 4800 to 12000 times.

**5. Results of research and their discussion**

Under influence of vincristine during experiment the expressed sensitivity of neurons of sensitive cerebrospinal ganglionns to the toxic influence of preparation was observed. The big neurons suffer most, the small ones – least. In separate neurons chromatophic substance looks as small grain and is distributed evenly in perikaryons. In other neurons chromatophic substance looks as intensely colored clots on the background of light areas of cellular cytoplasm. The fine-nidal chromatolysis of chromatophic substance is manifested in neurons during all time of experiment. Such regularity is described by K. S. Topp et al. [9], who studied the vincristine influence on esodic neurons of cerebrospinal ganglionns in rats in early terms after administration of preparation.

Morphometric studies in 3 days after vincristine administration detected some decrease of neuron profile area to (289,13±11,02) mcm², control – (327,36±12,43) mcm² (p>0,05). The decrease of profile area of neuron becomes more significant at 7 day and is (272,05±9,45) mcm², against (311,83±9,58) mcm² in control. At 14 day the insignificant increase of perikaryons sizes was observed – (291, 06±8,94) mcm², against (315,61±17,88) mcm² in control (p>0,05). At 21 day the reliable decrease of neurons profile area comparing with previous term of experiment to (245, 34±9, 46) mcm² on the background of control – (332,19±12,78) mcm², p<0,05 was fixed.

Electromicroscop study showed that the grouping of cisterns of granular endoplasmatic net was observed in neurons at 3 day of experiment. Free ribosomes and polysomes have a tendency to accumulation in different areas of perikaryons. The elements of cytoskeleton demonstrate disorder in location. Mitochondrias have different form and usual sizes. The external mitochondrial membrane and crests, created by external membrane, are kept. The matrix of mitochondrias is fine-granular with middle electronic density. Dictiosomes of Golgi apparatus are uncountable. The kernel structures don’t demonstrate disorders. At the same time the neurons with widened lumens of follicles of granular endoplasmatic net occur. Somewhere are degranulated areas of membranes of cisterns of granular endoplasmatic net and mitochondrias with destructed crests.

The seventh day of experiment is characterized with further changes in the state of granular endoplasmatic net: shortening, moderate widening and deformation of cisterns and their chaotic location. There is observed the disorder of location of neurons cytoskeleton elements, uneven density of microtubes and microfilaments in cytoplasm. The separate cisterns of Golgi complex and smooth endoplasmatic net are widened, filled with material with different electric density. In mitochondrias the disorders in separate areas of external mitochondrial membrane are added to the changes of previous term. The number of lysosomes and osmiophilic inclusions in neuroplasm increases. So, it can be classified as intracellular manifestations of atrophic processes.

At 14 day the ultrastructural image is added with progressing of atrophy of granular endoplasmatic net on the background of neurons cytoskeleton disorder. The proliferation of components of Golgi complex with synchronous vacuolar transformation of its cisterns is revealed. The swelling, destruction of crests and areas of external and internal mitochondrial membranes are observed in predominant majority of mitochondrias.

In 21 day after vincristine administration the above said changes deepen with expressed vascular transformation of cisterns of granular endoplasmatic net and mitochondrias.

The number of mantle gliocytes, surrounding neurons in cerebrospinal sensitive ganglion, doesn’t change during experiment.

According to our data, since 14 day the dystrophic changes of mantle gliocytes are manifested. The moderate widening of follicles and tubes of endoplasmatic net is observed in them. The cytoplasm of gliocytes has moderate electronic density, is evenly filled with free ribosomes and polysomes. In several gliocytes the edema of hyaloplasm takes place. At 21 day of experiment there is an expressed proliferation of granular endoplasmatic net and Golgi complex. Mitochondrias are swelled, vacuolarly transformed with destruction of crests and local disorder of external mitochondrial membrane. Some destruction was observed also in plasolemma of gliocytes. The typical feature of changes of glial cells is an intensification of processes of protein synthesis on the background of disorder of ultrastructure of some mitochondrias.

The received results are agreed with data of A.Silva et al. [10], who demonstrated in experiment on the model of vincristine administration to animals that its manifestations are conditioned by degeneration of neurons and their outgrowths in cerebrospinal ganglion.

Accepting the fact that vincristine and other antitumor preparations (cisplatin, oxaliplatin, paclitaxel, bortezomib) are ones of most effective preparations that have effect (separately or in combination) as a first line therapy for most spread types of cancer, nevertheless, it is noted, that they are frequent cause of severe peripheral
neurotoxicity and neuropathic pain. The structural disorders in cerebrospinal ganglia cause the symptoms of sensitivity loss, paresthesia, dysesthesia and numbness that result in suffering of patient. The cerebrospinal ganglia, containing sensor neurons and mantal gliocytes, according to B. A. Carozzi et al. [11] are the predominant areas, where chemotherapy causes neurotoxicity. RNA lesion, changes in the system of stem cells, changes of mitochondrias, increase of intracellular active forms of oxygen, changes in ionic channels, signalization of glutamate, MAP-kenases and nociceptors of activation among events there are the main moments of pathogenesis of peripheral neurotoxicity and neuropathic pain. In our work we established the vincristine effect on nerve structures of sensitive cerebrospinal ganglion in pathogenesis of vincristine-induced peripheral neuropathy on the base of received light optical, morphometric and electromicroscopic data.

6. Conclusions
On the base of aforesaid we come to the conclusion that the effect of vincristine is manifested by disorder of neurotubes and neurofilaments in esodic neurons with lesion of protein-synthesizing organobodies. Two main stages can be separated in the dynamics of development of vincristine-induced disorders of neurons and gliocytes of sensitive cerebrospinal ganglia:

1) the stage of not deep dystrophic changes of perikaryons of esodic neurons of cerebrospinal ganglia (7 day);
2) the stage of deep dystrophic disorders of perikaryons of esodic neurons (8–21 days).
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